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Bond between ribbed bars and concrete. Part 2:
The effect of corrosion
K. Lundgren
Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg, Sweden

The corrosion products that form when reinforcement in concrete corrodes occupy a larger volume than the steel it
was formed of, thus leading to splitting stresses acting on the concrete. Thereby, the bond between the reinforcement
and the concrete is influenced. A model of the corrosion was developed by the author in earlier work. This was
used together with a modified model of the bond mechanism, presented in a companion paper, in three-dimensional
finite element analyses where both the reinforcement and the concrete were modelled with solid elements. Several
corrosion cracking tests, beams and pull-out tests with corroded reinforcement, both with and without transverse
reinforcement, carried out by various researchers, were analysed by using the corrosion model. The results were
compared, and reasonably good agreement was found. Furthermore, the model was used to study the effect of
uniform or localised corrosion. It was shown that for localised corrosion, less average corrosion penetration was
needed to crack the cover than for uniform corrosion; in addition, the crack pattern differed. From these analyses,
it was concluded that axisymmetric analyses appear to be a sufficient level of modelling when studying cracking
due to uniform corrosion. If localised corrosion is to be studied, three-dimensional models need to be used. The
model was also used to study the effect of uniform corrosion on the anchorage length when no transverse
reinforcement is present. Under these circumstances, the criterion ‘the anchorage of the reinforcement becomes
critical when cracking of the cover occurs’ was shown to be on the safe side to use.
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free increase of the radius due to corrosion
Young’s modulus for steel
possible increase of the radius before any
normal stresses are applied to the
surrounding concrete
the porosity of the mortar
the thickness of the mortar–rebar interface
normal stress
bond stress
relative normal deformation
normal deformation in the corrosion layer;
i.e. increase of the radius due to corrosion
the deformation of the corrosion layer when
the cover cracks
normal deformation in the bond layer
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slip
volume rust /volume steel
water/cement ratio
corrosion penetration
degree of hydratation
the deformation of the hole that causes
cracking of the cover
the deformation of the reinforcement bar due
to a normal pressure
strain
hardening parameter
Poisson’s ratio for steel

Introduction
Corrosion of the reinforcement often limits the service life of concrete structures. Usually, when estimating their service life, it is divided into an initiation
period (the time before corrosion of the reinforcement
starts) and a propagation period (the time before a
maximum of allowable corrosion has occurred). The
most common causes of initiation of corrosion are
carbonation and chloride ion ingress. With the help of
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models of how fast the carbon dioxide or the chloride
penetrates through the concrete cover, the initiation
period can be determined. By estimating the corrosion
rate and the maximum allowable corrosion, the propagation time can be determined, and thereby the service
life of the concrete structure. This paper will concentrate on models that are needed when the maximum
allowable corrosion is to be determined. Then the effect
of corrosion on the load-bearing resistance of the structure needs to be determined.
Corrosion of the reinforcement in concrete structures
causes two effects: (1) the cross-sectional area of the
reinforcement decreases. The effect of this on the loadbearing resistance is rather easy to take into account: in
principle the same models as for undamaged concrete
structures can be used, only with a reduced area for the
reinforcement. (2) The corrosion products occupy a
larger volume than the steel it was formed of. This
leads to splitting stresses acting on the concrete, which
might cause spalling of the cover. The latter affects the
structure in several ways. On the compressed side of a
structure, spalling of the cover will lead to a decrease
of the internal lever arm, which in turn decreases the
bending moment capacity. Furthermore, the interaction
between the reinforcement and the concrete is influenced. This interaction is commonly called the bond
mechanism. Due to the effect on the bond mechanism,
the deformations increase, and if the corrosion takes
place in certain parts of the structure, such as at supports and at splices, the load-bearing resistance will be
influenced.
The effect of the volume increase is not so easy to
take into account when calculating the load-bearing
resistance of corroded reinforced concrete structures. A
model of the corrosion together with a model of the
bond mechanism was developed by the author in earlier
work.1 The bond model, however, was shown to generate energy for some special loading–unloading sequences (Gustafsson P. J., pers. Comm., 2002). To
avoid this undesirable effect, the formulation of the
bond model was modified; see the companion paper.2
In this paper, the calibration of the corrosion model is
further investigated. Moreover, the corrosion model is
used together with the bond model for analyses of
several tests found in the literature. Finally, the models
are utilised in analyses to provide background for design recommendations.

in the interface. The physical interpretations of the
variables are as follows
  

normal stress
t
t¼ n ¼
tt
bond stress
  

un
relative normal displacement
u¼
¼
ut
slip
The corrosion model and the bond model can be
viewed as two separate layers around a reinforcement
bar. However, to reduce the number of nodes required
to model a structure, they are integrated in one interface element. Due to equilibrium between the two
layers, the traction t is the same in the bond and in the
corrosion layer. The deformations are related as
un ¼ uncor þ unbond

(1)

ut ¼ utbond , utcor ¼ 0

(2)

where the index ‘cor’ refers to the corrosion layer, and
the index ‘bond’ refers to the bond layer. The bond
model used is presented in the companion paper.
Corrosion model
The volume increase of the corrosion products compared to the virgin steel was modelled in a corrosion
layer, as described in Lundgren.1 The volume of the
rust relative to the uncorroded steel, and the corrosion
penetration as a function of the time, were given as
input. The corrosion was then modelled by taking time
steps.
The physical interpretation of the variables in the
corrosion model is shown in Fig. 1. The free increase
of the radius, namely how much the radius would increase if the normal stresses were zero, is calculated
from
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a ¼ r þ r 2 þ (  1)  (2rx  x 2 )
(3)
where  is the volume of the rust relative to the uncorroded steel, which was assumed to be 2.0. The real
increase of the radius is uncor , corresponding to a strain
in the rust
cor ¼

uncor  a
xþa

(4)

Initial cross-section
Rust

Modelling of corrosion and bond
The modelling method used is specially suited for
detailed three-dimensional finite element analyses,
where both the concrete and the reinforcement are
modelled with solid elements. Special interface elements were used at the surface between the reinforcement bars and the concrete to describe a relation
between the traction t and the relative displacement u

x
r
Uncorroded
steel
uncor

x1a

Corrosion penetration: x
Volume rust/volume steel: v
Free increase of the radius: a
Real increase of the radius: uncor

Fig. 1. Physical interpretation of the variables in the corrosion model
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From this strain in the rust, the normal stresses in the
layer are determined.
To investigate the mechanical behaviour of rust, experimental results in corrosion cracking tests found in
the literature were combined with finite element analyses, as outlined in Fig. 2. The corrosion penetration
that causes cracking of the concrete cover has been
measured by several researchers, for various types of
specimens. These specimens were analysed by using
finite element modelling and non-linear fracture
mechanics for the concrete. Only the concrete of the
specimens was modelled, with a hole where the reinforcement was situated. A normal deformation was applied at the hole, resulting in a normal stress versus
deformation curve typical for the specimen. From each
analysis, the normal stress and deformation of the hole
that caused cracking of the cover were used. This, in
combination with the experimentally measured corrosion penetration that caused cracking, results in one
point in a stress versus strain diagram.
To evaluate the strain in the rust, the deformation of
the corrosion layer when the cover was cracked,
uncor,crack , needs to be determined. It was calculated
from the deformation of the hole that caused cracking
of the cover, crack , taking into account that the reinforcement bar and the bond layer are also slightly compressed due to the normal stress. The deformation of
the reinforcement bar due to a normal pressure –tn
acting on it can be calculated as
reunf ¼


tn 
 r 1  s  22s
Es

where D11 (unbond < 0) is the elastic stiffness D11 ; unbond
will be smaller than zero since the bond layer will be
compressed without any slip applied. The deformation
uncor,crack can then be calculated as
uncor,crack ¼ crack  reinf ,crack  unbond,crack

(7)

These effects were assumed to be negligible in earlier work (Lundgren1 ); however, they did have some
influence on the results, leading to slightly smaller
evaluated strains in the rust. In Fig. 3(a), the modified
results are shown as points in a stress versus strain
diagram. Still, it appears reasonable to assume that the
rust behaves like a granular material; namely its stiffness increases with the stress level. The mechanical
behaviour of the rust at loading could be described with
the equation
tn ¼ K cor  pcor

(8)

In earlier work, the parameters Kcor and p were
chosen to be Kcor ¼ 7.0 GPa and p ¼ 7.0. However,
when the effect of the deformations of the reinforcement and the bond layer was taken into account, the
value of Kcor was adjusted to Kcor ¼ 14.0 GPa, to better
fit the results; see Fig. 3(a). The parameter p was kept
to p ¼ 7.0.

(5)

where Es and s are the Young’s modulus and the
Poisson ratio for steel. They were assumed to be
Experimental results
The corrosion penetration at cracking
measured in various corrosion cracking
tests found in literature

200 GPa and 0.3, respectively. The deformation of the
bond layer can be calculated as
tn
(6)
unbond ¼
D11 ð unbond < 0Þ

Alternative modelling including the effect of a lowporosity zone close to the reinforcement bar
Several researchers, for example Noghabai3 and
Petre-Lazar,4 have assumed that the corrosion products
Theoretical results
Analyses of the various corrosion cracking tests
give the expansion and the normal splitting stress
at cracking.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of how one point in the stress versus strain diagram for the rust is obtained from a combination of
experimental and theoretical results
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Fig. 3. Normal stress versus strain in the rust evaluated from a combination of experimental results and analyses: (a) assuming
that the rust applies a pressure on the surrounding structure already from the beginning, together with the chosen input; and (b)
assuming that the rust fills the pores close to the reinforcement bar before applying stresses on the surrounding structure

are infinitely stiff. Petre-Lazar4 pointed out the possibility for rust to fill up the pores close to the reinforcement bars before starting to apply stresses in the
structure. He therefore divided the mechanical action of
the corrosion process into two phases:
In the first phase, the porosity of a mortar–rebar
interface is filled with corrosion products without applying any stresses on the surrounding concrete.
When the porosity of the mortar–rebar interface is
filled, normal stresses are applied to the surrounding
concrete.
This means that a certain increase of the radius occurs before any normal stresses are applied to the
surrounding concrete. Petre-Lazar4 gives a method for
how to estimate this distance (here denoted f)
f ¼ tin  pm

(9)

where tin is the thickness of the mortar–rebar interface,
for which Petre-Lazar4 used a value of 40 ìm, based on
observations with scanning electron microscope, and
pm is the porosity of the mortar, calculated as half of
the porosity of the cement paste


1 þ 1:31Æ
pm ¼ 1 
2
(10)
1 þ 3:2w=c

The results from the analyses including the effect of
the pores are also shown in a stress versus strain diagram in Fig. 3(b). If the corrosion products were infinitely stiff, all points in this diagram would be close to
the zero strain line. However, this is not the case;
instead large strains are evaluated. Comparing the results calculated with the two different assumptions (i.e.
Figs. 3(a) and (b)), there appears to be more scatter in
the results where the effect of filling up the pores is
included. Therefore, the modelling method chosen was
that in which the stresses due to the corrosion products
are applied from the beginning, namely without the
effect of the pores. It should be noted that there might
be a difference between localised and uniform corrosion in this sense. Chloride-induced, localised corrosion
normally starts in the location of entrapped air voids at
the steel–concrete interface. These voids are typically a
few millimetres in diameter, that is around 2 orders of
magnitude larger that the 40 ìm effect associated with
capillary porosity described by Petre-Lazar. The entrapped air void content is typically only a few percent
and so is unlikely to be significant for uniform corrosion, but may be important for chloride-induced, localised corrosion.
Effect of corrosion on friction in the bond model

where Æ is the degree of hydration and w/c is the
water/cement ratio.
The effect of this distance f can be taken into account in the evaluation of the mechanical properties of
the rust by changing equation (7) to
uncor,crack ¼ crack  reinf ,crack  unbond,crack þ f

(11)

The strain in the rust at cracking for different test
specimens is recalculated in this way, thus including
the effect of filling up the pores close to the reinforcement bars before starting to apply stresses in the structure. The estimated values of the water/cement ratio
and degree of hydration are given in Table 1, where
results from both calculation methods are summarised.

The input parameters for the bond model were given
as described in the companion paper. Moreover, these
input parameters were complemented with an assumption that corrosion was assumed to affect the coefficient of friction in the bond model. In earlier work (see
Lundgren1 ), the coefficient of friction was assumed not
to be affected by corrosion of the reinforcement. This
was then found to be a valid assumption for the tests
modelled therein. However, when tests with larger corrosion penetrations were investigated, it was found that
the influence of the corrosion on the friction was not
negligible. Therefore, corrosion of the reinforcement
was assumed to affect the friction; for small corrosion
penetrations, a slight increase in the friction was as-
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0.43
0.39
0.40
0.30
0.42
0.38
0.38
0.39
0.25
0.19
0.25
0.27
0.44
0.41
0.43
0.34
0.44
0.40
0.41
0.42
0.38
0.35
0.34
0.37
19.6
20.1
14.2
26.8
29.1
26.1
22.8
19.8
8.78
8.97
10.4
8.02

sumed, whereas for larger corrosion penetrations, the
friction was decreased, as suggested in Reference 9.
This was done by introducing a function k(x/r) and
letting the coefficient of friction be calculated as
ðkÞ ¼ k ð x=rÞ  0 ðkÞ, but ðkÞ > 0:4
where 0 (k) is the function chosen for the coefficient
of friction for uncorroded reinforcement. The function
k(x/r) was chosen as shown in Fig. 4, where also the
resulting function (k) for some corrosion levels is
plotted.

Comparison with tests

4.3
2.8
1.9
4.9
4.9
5.3
3.7
2.5
1.3
1.4
2.1
1.4

15.1
15.6
9.66
21.4
21.4
20.6
17.3
14.3
4.20
4.39
6.80
4.39

cor b
uncor,crack b :
ìm

10.5
12.5
7.5
16.0
16.0
15.0
13.3
11.5
2.75
2.80
4.50
2.80
22.2
14.3
9.80
25.8
25.8
24.5
17.3
11.8
6.83
7.50
10.8
7.50

0.47
0.47
0.47
0.55
0.72
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.90
0.90

4.5
4.5
4.5
5.5
7.8
5.5
5.5
5.5
4.6
4.6
3.6
3.6

0.27
0.37
0.25
0.40
0.40
0.32
0.31
0.31
0.14
0.16
0.23
0.16

5.1 3 1012
5.1 3 1012
5.1 3 1012
5.2 3 1012
5.2 3 1012
4.7 3 1012
4.7 3 1012
4.7 3 1012
5.2 3 1012
5.2 3 1012
5.2 3 1012
5.2 3 1012

Finite element analyses

Without the effect of the porosity, equation (7).
With the effect of the porosity, equation (11).
b

a

I
II
III
IV
Andrade et al. 8

Cabrera and
Ghoddoussi 6
Al-Sulaimani et al. 7

Ghandehari et al. 5

CsRs
ClRl
CsRl
opc
pfa

40
40
40
42
42
30
30
30
43
43
43
43

5
10
10
6
6
5
7
10
8
8
8
8

159
92
72
68
192
115
102
93
17.9
14.4
21.3
17.4

crack :
ìm
tncrack :
MPa
xcrack :
ìm
r: mm
fcc : MPa
Test no.
Reference

Table 1. Calculation of strain in the rust at cracking of the cover

w/c

Æ

f: ìm

reinf :
ìm

D11 (unbond < 0): unbond,crack :
N/m3
ìm

uncor,crack a :
ìm

cor a

Bond between ribbed bars and concrete. Part 2. The effect of corrosion

Tests of various kinds with corroding reinforcement
were analysed with finite element models. In all analyses, the concrete was modelled with a constitutive
model based on non-linear fracture mechanics. In analyses using the smeared crack concept, a rotating crack
model based on total strain was used.10 For the axisymmetric models, four discrete radial cracks were assumed.
From the various measured compressive strengths, an
equivalent compressive cylinder strength, fcc , was evaluated. Other necessary material data for the concrete
were estimated according to the expressions in CEB11
from fcc . For the tests where information about storage
and age at testing was available, shrinkage was included in the models in an approximate way, by applying uniform shrinkage calculated according to CEB.11
For these tests, the development of the compressive
strength with time was also taken into account, by use
of the formulae in CEB.11 The tensile strength and the
fracture energy were assumed to have a similar
development; that is, they were estimated according to
the expressions in CEB11 from the fcc relevant at the
time. Creep and effect on strength of sustained load
were not included, since these effects were not possible
to combine with the chosen material model. The effect
of excluding creep and sustained load is not easy to
predict: on one hand, as the normal stress, tn , is sustained it can be expected to result in earlier cracking.
On the other hand, creep will lead to larger deformations, un , which will decrease the applied normal stress,
|tn |, and thus later cracking can be expected. Thus, the
total effect of creep and sustained load depends on
these two effects, which counteract each other.
The constitutive behaviour of the reinforcement steel
was modelled by the Von Mises yield criterion with
associated flow and isotropic hardening. The elastic
modulus of the reinforcement was assumed to be
200 GPa.
Corrosion cracking tests
Corrosion cracking tests have been carried out by
several researchers. Analyses of several such corrosion
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Fig. 4. (a) The chosen function k(x/r) and (b) the resulting function (k) for some corrosion levels

cracking tests were conducted, to compare the corrosion level that caused cracking of the cover in the tests
and in the analyses. In all analyses, both the concrete
and the reinforcement bars were modelled with solid
elements, using interface elements with the specially
developed corrosion and bond model in between. Here
follows a brief presentation of all the analysed tests.
Andrade et al.8 carried out corrosion cracking tests
with specimens of size 15 cm 3 15 cm 3 38 cm. In
these tests, current was used to induce corrosion, in
combination with addition of CaCl2 to the concrete
mix. Here, slices of these tests were analysed, assuming
fixed boundaries in the third direction, corresponding
to a plane strain assumption. In the tests where the
reinforcement bar was placed symmetrically, discrete
crack elements were used, while for the test where the
reinforcement bar was placed in a corner, the smeared
crack model was used.
Al-Sulaimani et al.7 and Cabrera and Ghoddoussi6
have carried out pull-out tests on corroded reinforcement bars concentrically placed in concrete blocks. In
both investigations, current was used to accelerate corrosion. Here, the first part of their experiments was
studied, namely when the reinforcement corroded until
the specimen was cracked. The test specimens
were approximated with axisymmetric finite element
models.
Ghandehari et al.5 used test specimens with corroded
reinforcement bars in concrete cylinders. Three of their
specimens were cracked during the accelerated constant
current corrosion: with cylinder diameters of 100 mm
and rebar diameters of 9.5 and 20 mm, and cylinder
diameters of 150 mm and rebar diameters of 20 mm.
Axisymmetric finite element models were used to model the specimens.
Liu and Weyers12 (see also Liu13 ) used slabs with
chloride admixed in the concrete. Three of them
cracked; all of them had been stored outside. The slabs
had the dimensions 1180 mm 3 180 mm 3 216 mm,
and contained five rebars of diameter 16 mm with
covers of 25, 51 and 76 mm. The corrosion was measured both by corrosion rate measurements, and by the
weight loss method when cracking had occurred. Here

the corrosion at cracking measured by the weight loss
method was used. Slices of the slabs were analysed,
also using the symmetry lines so that only half the
reinforcement bar and half the distance to the next
reinforcement bar were modelled; see Fig. 5.
Rasheeduzzafar et al.14 have carried out current induced accelerated corrosion tests and measured the
time to cracking for specimens with cover-to-bar ratios
ranging from 0.63 to 4.53. The corrosion penetration at
cracking was measured by the weight loss method, and
each value is an average of three tests. Here, slices of
the specimens were analysed, using the symmetry line
so that only half the reinforcement bar was modelled.
Hence, the models looked similar to the one shown in
Fig. 5, but without the support shown on the left side in
the figure.
The results from all of the analyses of corrosion
cracking tests are summarised in Fig. 6, where the
corrosion penetration at cracking obtained in the analysis divided by the corrosion penetration at cracking
measured in the experiments is plotted versus the cover-to-bar ratio. As can be seen, the extreme values of
the scatter are 0.53 and 2.35. However, most of the
analyses show good agreement with the measured
values, with values close to 1.0. Since the tests of
Andrade et al.,8 Ghandehari et al.,5 Al-Sulaimani et
al.,7 and Cabrera and Ghoddoussi6 were used to give
the structural behaviour of the rust in the previous

Fig. 5. Finite element model used for analyses of the test
specimen of Liu 13 with cover 25 mm, deformed shape
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xanalysis/xmeasured

2·5

Ghandehari

1·5

Al-Sulaimani

1·0

Cabrera

0·5

Liu

0

stored. Studying the results in Fig. 6, there appears to
be no significant difference between specimens that
were stored wet or dry.

Andrade

2·0

Specimens without transverse reinforcement
Specimens without transverse reinforcement were
analysed to check the capability of the combination of
the corrosion model and the bond model. Pull-out tests
carried out by Ghandehari et al.5 and Almusallam
et al.15 were analysed. The pull-out tests of Ghandehari
et al.5 were 50 mm slices that were subjected to accelerated constant current corrosion for 4 weeks. The rebar
in each slice was tested in pull-out to investigate the
bond strength after 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks of corrosion.
The corrosion penetration was evaluated both by using
Faraday’s law from the applied current, and by measuring the weight loss for the reinforcement in each slice.
Here, the measured corrosion penetration (evaluated
from the weight loss) was used as input.
Axisymmetric finite element analyses were carried
out, with the specially developed interface elements
describing the corrosion of the reinforcement bar and
the bond mechanism. In the analyses, the corrosion was
first applied as time steps. When the corrosion penetration measured in the experiments was reached, the
reinforcement bar was pulled out of the concrete cylinder. From each of the pull-out analyses, the maximum
load was compared with the maximum load obtained
when the reinforcement was uncorroded. In Fig. 7, a
comparison between the measured bond strengths and

Rasheeduzzafar
0

2

4
c/d

6

8

Fig. 6. Comparison between corrosion penetration at cracking obtained in the analyses and in experiments versus the
cover-to-bar ratio

section, a good correlation between measured and analysed values is expected for these. However, also the
analyses of the tests done by Liu and Weyers12 and
Rasheeduzzafar et al.14 show good agreement with the
measured value of the corrosion penetration at cracking.
The main parameters of the corrosion model influencing these results are the ones describing the structural behaviour of the rust, namely the stiffness Kcor
and the parameter p. As these analyses show reasonable
agreement with test results, especially when considering the large scatter that is obtained in such tests, these
parameters appear to be well adjusted. An interesting
detail of the results is to compare the effect of the
storage. The specimens of Andrade et al.8 and Cabrera
and Ghoddoussi6 were dry-stored, the specimens of
Liu13 were stored outside, and the others were wet-
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Fig. 7. Comparisons of normalised bond strength, measured and obtained in the analyses versus the corrosion penetration. The
vertical lines indicate when cracking penetrated the cover. Experimental results from Ghandehari et al. 5
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Max. load: kN

60

Fig. 8. Finite element mesh used for the analyses of the cantilever bond tests of Almusallam et al. 15 Regions marked dark
grey indicate cracks. These are results from an analysis with
an applied corrosion penetration of 377 m

Exp.

40

FE
20

0
0

200
400
Corrosion penetration: ìm

600

Fig. 9. Comparison of maximum loads obtained in analyses
and in cantilever bond tests of Almusallam et al. 15

erally, the agreement between the analyses and the test
results is very good. The only difference is that in the
tests, there was an increase in the capacities for corrosion penetrations that did not cause cracking. In the
analyses, there is an increase, but it is very small (from
57.7 to 57.9 kN), and therefore not visible in Fig. 9. In
Fig. 10, the load versus slip curves from some of the
analyses and tests are compared.
Specimens with transverse reinforcement
Specimens with transverse reinforcement tested by
Coronelli16 were analysed. He carried out beam tests
following the recommendations by RILEM, but with
reduced amounts of transverse reinforcement. Two of
his test series were analysed here: the first with concrete cover 50 mm, and the fourth series where the
cover was reduced to 35 mm. The specimens were subjected to current induced accelerated corrosion to levels
ranging from zero to 300 ìm. Thereafter, the beams
were loaded in four-point bending, and the mid-span
deformation and the slip of the reinforcement were
measured. The finite element mesh used for the analyses where the cover was 35 mm is shown in Fig. 11.
The transverse reinforcement was modelled with
embedded reinforcement; that is, complete interaction
between the concrete and the reinforcement was assumed – while the main reinforcement was modelled
with solid elements, surrounded by interface elements

Load: kN

those from the analyses is shown. The corrosion penetration when cracking penetrated the cover is also
marked. As can be seen, the agreement between the
tests and the analyses is rather good.
Almusallam et al.15 carried out cantilever bond tests.
Their specimens were 152 mm 3 254 mm 3 279 mm,
and had a 12 mm dia. bar with 102 mm embedment
length. Current was used to subject the specimens to
accelerated corrosion to varying levels; thereafter bond
tests were conducted, and the corrosion penetration was
measured by the weight loss method. The finite element mesh used for the analyses is shown in Fig. 8,
together with cracks that appeared in the analyses due
to corrosion.
At a corrosion penetration of about 150 ìm, a crack
appeared from the reinforcement bar to the upper edge
in Fig. 8. This corresponds well with the findings in the
tests, in which the first crack (to the upper edge) was
noted at a corrosion penetration of 140 ìm. The failure
mode for the subsequent pull-out force was, both in the
test and in the analysis, rather similar to pull-out failure. This can be seen in Fig. 9, since the capacity is
still about the same as for the uncorroded specimen.
For an increased corrosion penetration to about
175 ìm, still the only crack that had reached the outer
edge in the analyses was the upper one. In the subsequent pull-out, however, the right crack reached the
edge, and thus the failure mode turned to splitting failure. For a corrosion penetration of 200 ìm, the left
crack reached the edge for the corrosion only. As can be
seen in Fig. 9, the pull-out capacity is then very low, and
does not decrease more even for very large corrosion
penetrations, either in the analyses or in the tests. Gen-

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Exp. 0
Exp. 108
Exp. 508
FEA 0
FEA 108
FEA 508
0

1
2
3
Passive slip: mm

4

Fig. 10. Load versus slip from analyses and cantilever bond
tests of Almusallam et al. 15
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9 and 12. Although cracking of the cover has a serious
effect on the bond when there is no transverse reinforcement present, this is not the case when there is
transverse reinforcement present which keeps the structure together.

Corrosion cracking

Fig. 11. Finite element mesh used for the analyses of the
beam tests of Coronelli 16 with cover 35 mm. Results shown
are from the analysis in which the corrosion penetration was
100 ìm. Dark grey regions indicate cracks at the maximum
load

describing the special models for corrosion and bond.
In the analyses, the beams were cracked due to the
corrosion; for the beams in test series No. 1 with cover
50 mm, cracking of the cover occurred at a corrosion
penetration about 85 ìm, whereas for the beams in test
series No. 4 with cover 35 mm, a corrosion penetration
of about 30 ìm was enough to crack the cover. This
can be compared with the tested beams, in which no
cracks could be seen in the first test series (maximum
corrosion level was 150 ìm), whereas in test series No.
4 the bottom cover cracked at a corrosion penetration
around 20 ìm.
The average bond stress along the reinforcement bar
at maximum load, from the tests and the analyses, is
compared in Fig. 12. As can be seen, the capacity in
the tests remained almost unaffected by the corrosion,
whereas in the analyses a small decrease occurred. The
difference from specimens without transverse reinforcement is observable when comparing the results in Figs

The effect of uniform or localised corrosion on
cracking
Important information for designers is the amount of
corrosion that is required to crack the concrete cover.
This amount, together with the effect of uniform or
localised corrosion on cracking, was investigated. Two
three-dimensional models with a reinforcement bar of
diameter 16 mm, having a cover of 25 and 76 mm,
respectively, in one direction and large cover in the
other directions, were analysed; see Fig. 13. The result
was then compared to axisymmetric analyses, with the

Corrosion on ½ of the
reinforcement bar
Corrosion on ¼ of the
reinforcement bar

Fig. 13. Finite element mesh used to study the effect of localised corrosion

20

15
Exp.

10

FEA
5

Maximum bond strength: MPa

Maximum bond strength: MPa

20

15

10

5

0

0
0

100
Corrosion penetration: ìm

200

0

100
200
Corrosion penetration: ìm

300

Fig. 12. Comparison of results from tests of Coronelli 16 and analyses: (a) first test series, cover 50 mm, and (b) fourth test
series, cover 35 mm
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Table 2. Average corrosion penetration at cracking in various
analyses
Average corrosion penetration at cracking
Cover: mm
25
76
1

Axisym.: ìm

3D1 : ìm

3D2 : ìm

3D3 : ìm

25
110

22
110

20
100

12
60

Uniform corrosion.
Corrosion on one-half of the reinforcement bar.
3
Corrosion on one-quarter of the reinforcement bar.
2

Fig. 14. Crack pattern for (a) uniform corrosion and (b) localised corrosion combined with a large cover. Dark areas
indicate cracks

Uniform corrosion
To study the effect of uniform corrosion, a parameter
study using axisymmetric analyses was performed.
Again, neither shrinkage nor creep was included in
these analyses. The corrosion penetration that caused
cracking of the cover for various cover-to-bar diameter
ratios is shown in Fig. 15. These results are for a
concrete with a compressive strength of 40 MPa and
maximum aggregate size 16 mm. As can be seen, the
results differ slightly for different bar diameters. The
points shown in the diagram are the last ones where
cracking was obtained; for larger cover-to-bar diameter
ratios, the cover was not cracked regardless of how
much corrosion was applied. However, these points are
of limited practical use, since they correspond to very
large cover-to-bar diameter ratios, much larger than is
used in practice.
To show the effect of the quality of the concrete,
three different types were used. They all had the maximum aggregate size 16 mm, but the compressive
strength was varied, with values 20, 40 and 80 MPa.
The results for the cover-to-bar ratios that are of prac-

800
700
600

xcrack: ìm

same reinforcement bar diameter and covers, assuming
four cracks. In both the three-dimensional and the axisymmetric analyses, the concrete and steel were modelled as described in section ‘Comparison with tests,
finite element analyses’. A normal-strength concrete
was chosen, with a compressive strength of 40 MPa
and the maximum aggregate size 16 mm. Neither
shrinkage nor creep was included in these analyses.
The effect of non-uniform corrosion was investigated
in the three-dimensional models by applying corrosion
only in parts of the interface between the reinforcement
and the concrete. Two different cases were studied:
corrosion on half of the reinforcement bar, and corrosion on one-quarter of the reinforcement bar. In both
cases, it was the part of the reinforcement bar closest to
the edge that was assumed to corrode. The reason for
this choice is that, whether the corrosion is initiated
due to chlorides or carbonation, it is the part of the
reinforcement bar closest to the edge that will start to
corrode first. Petre-Lazar4 showed that there were more
corrosion products at a crack than at the rest of the
surface around a reinforcement bar.
The results are summarised in Table 2. As can be
seen, the average corrosion penetration that causes
cracking of the cover is approximately the same in the
axisymmetric analyses as in the three-dimensional analyses, when uniform corrosion is assumed. Furthermore, when half of the reinforcement bar was assumed
to corrode, similar results were obtained. However,
when all the corrosion was assumed to take place on
only one-quarter of the reinforcement bar, less average
corrosion penetration was needed to crack the cover.
Furthermore, the crack pattern differed between the different analyses. For all the studied cases, the first crack
appeared from the reinforcement bar to the upper edge.
For uniform corrosion, this crack then continued to
grow. For the large cover and localised corrosion, inclined cracking appeared at a larger corrosion penetration; see Fig. 14. The first crack was then closed, and
in reality, this would most likely have caused spalling
of the cover.
From these analyses, it was concluded that axisymmetric analyses appear to be a sufficient level of modelling when studying cracking due to uniform
corrosion. If localised corrosion is to be studied, threedimensional models need to be used.

500
400

d 5 20 mm

300
200

d 5 16 mm

100

d 5 10 mm

0

0

5

c/d

10

15

Fig. 15. Corrosion penetration that causes cracking of the
cover; uniform corrosion and a concrete with compressive
strength 40 MPa and maximum aggregate size 16 mm
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tical interest are shown in Fig. 16. As can be seen, the
quality of the concrete has a strong influence on how
much corrosion the cover can withstand before it is
cracked. Note, however, that it is not actually the compressive strength that has this influence; the main controlling parameter is the fracture energy of the
concrete. The latter, however, has been calculated from

the compressive strength and the maximum aggregate
size according to the expressions in CEB.11 For the
three concrete types used here, the fracture energy was
48.7, 79.2 and 128.6 N/m.

Anchorage of reinforcement
fcc d
MPa mm

250

80 20

xcrack: ìm

200

80 16
80 10

150

40 20
100

40 16
40 10

50
0

20 20
0

1

2

c/d

3

4

5

20 16
20 10

Fig. 16. Corrosion penetration that causes cracking of the
cover for various concrete qualities. Uniform corrosion, maximum aggregate size 16 mm

To investigate how the anchorage of reinforcement is
influenced by reinforcement corrosion, again axisymmetric analyses were carried out. An example of a
model is shown in Fig. 17(a). The input for the reinforcement was chosen to be that which was defined as
‘normal’ in Johansson,17 and is shown in Fig. 17(b).
Pull-out tests on reinforcement bars with a diameter of
16 mm and with varying covers were modelled. The
embedment length was increased until rupture of the
reinforcement bar was the limiting failure. This was
done for various corrosion penetrations, and for various
concrete covers. No transverse reinforcement was included.
In Fig. 18(a), the anchorage length needed to anchor
the bar to rupture is plotted versus the cover-to-bar
diameter ratio for different corrosion penetrations. As

axis of rotational symmetry
700
600
500

ós: MPa

Steel
elements
Interface
elements

lb

400
300
200
100

Concrete
elements

0
0·0

0·02

0·04

0·06

ås

(a)

0·08

0·1

(b)

Fig. 17. (a) Example of an axisymmetric model used to study the anchorage of reinforcement; and (b) chosen input for the
reinforcement in these analyses
1600

600

1400

500

1000

x 5 500

800

x 5 100

600

x50

400

cracking of
cover

300
200

infinite
anchorage length

100

200
0

400

x: ìm

lb: mm

1200

0

5

c/d
(a)

10

15

0

0

5

c/d
(b)

10

15

Fig. 18. Results from analyses without transverse reinforcement. (a) The anchorage length needed to anchor the bar to rupture
versus the cover-to-bar diameter ratio for different corrosion penetrations; and (b) corrosion penetration and cover-to-bar
diameter ratio that causes ‘infinite’ anchorage lengths
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can be seen, the anchorage length is about the same for
any cover-to-bar ratio, until the cover-to-bar diameter
ratio reaches a critical value. Then the anchorage length
abruptly becomes very large. The more corrosion, the
more abrupt is the increase in anchorage length, and
the larger becomes the critical value of the cover-to-bar
ratio. The reason for this is that the cover is cracked at
a certain level of corrosion. Since there is no transverse
reinforcement, it is then not possible to anchor the
reinforcement. In Fig. 18(b), the critical value of the
cover-to-bar ratio and the corresponding corrosion penetration are compared with the corrosion penetration
that causes cracking of the cover, from the analyses in
the previous section. As can be seen, they correspond
rather well. To conclude: if no transverse reinforcement
is present, the anchorage of the reinforcement becomes
critical when cracking of the cover occurs. However,
cracking of the cover is less critical for a bar in a beam
or a slab than these analyses indicate. In the axisymmetric analyses, the cover cracks in all directions at the
same time. For a bar in a cross-section, the cover varies
in the different directions, and thus some capacity will
still remain when the smallest cover is cracked, as can
be seen in the analyses of the cantilever bond tests of
Almusallam et al.15

Conclusions
The mechanical behaviour of rust was studied by a
combination of analyses and test results found in the
literature. This led to the assumption that rust behaves
like a granular material, that is, its stiffness increases
with the stress level. This mechanical behaviour and
the volume increase of the corrosion products compared with the virgin steel were modelled in a corrosion
layer. By taking the mechanical behaviour of the rust
itself into account, the rust obtains a certain strain, and
thereby the full volume increase will not be imposed
on the concrete. The corrosion layer was combined
with a model of the bond mechanism. This bond model
includes the splitting stresses of the bond action, and is
sensitive to the strength of the surrounding structure.
By combining these models, the effect of corrosion
on the bond strength can be analysed for diverse structures, and the effect of varying cover, stirrups, outer
pressure, etc., can be investigated. Comparisons between analyses of several corrosion cracking tests,
beams and pull-out tests with corroded reinforcement,
both with and without transverse reinforcement, and
test results found in literature show reasonable agreement. The results indicate that this way of modelling
can predict the decrease of bond when splitting of the
concrete occurs, due to the combined action of corrosion and the bond mechanism.
The model was used to study the effect of uniform or
localised corrosion. It was shown that for localised
corrosion, less average corrosion penetration was

needed to crack the cover than for uniform corrosion.
Furthermore, the crack pattern differed. From these
analyses, it was concluded that axisymmetric analyses
appear to be a sufficient level of modelling when
studying cracking due to uniform corrosion. If localised
corrosion is to be studied, three-dimensional models
need to be used.
The model was also used to study the effect of uniform corrosion on the anchorage length when no transverse reinforcement is present. In axisymmetric
analyses, the anchorage of the reinforcement becomes
critical when cracking of the cover occurs. This criterion is on the safe side to use for bars in beams or slabs,
as the cover varies in the different directions, and thus
some capacity will still remain when the smallest cover
is cracked.
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